INTRODUCTION.
The energy functionals involved in variational problems associated to phase transitions correspond to nonconvex integrands. This feature induces failure of weak lower semicontinuity and typically these variational problems are characterized either by nonexistence or by nonuniqueness of solutions. Nonexistence is generally associated to highly oscillating minimizing sequences and nonuniqueness might be due also to the fact that, by neglecting small interfacial effects, interfaces can form without an increase of the energy.
When trying to either eliminate the oscillating behaviour or to find a selection criterion yielding the most likely observed solutions, we are lead naturally to the study of models involving bulk and surface energy terms.
Interfacial energies may be introduced either by direct penalization of sharp interfaces or by singular perturbations taking into account higher concentration gradients on a thin transition layer, as in the Van-der-Walls-Cahn-Hilliard theory of phase transitions for fluids (see FONSECA [18] , [19] , GURTIN [22] , KINDERLEHRER & VERGARA -CAFFARELLI [27] ). For solid crystals which have been subjected to thermal or mechanical treatments, HERRING [23] assumes that interfaces are sharp and he shows that the anisotropic surface energy may determine the surface structure and geometry of phase boundaries. Indeed, according to HERRING [23] if the dimensions of the crystal grains are sufficiently small, then the tendency of the crystal to lower its surface free energy is often the principal motivation for changes in the surface structure when approaching an equilibrium configuration of minimum free energy.
Therefore, the analysis involved in the study of such variational problems requires results concerning continuity and lower semicontinuity of surface energies of the type
J(E) := J r(v E (x)) dH^x), (1.1)
where E is a smooth subset of IR N , v E is the outward unit normal to its boundary and T denotes the anisotropic surface energy density per unit area of the deformed configuration. In order to extend J(.) to sets of finite perimeter, (1.1) suggests the study of sequentially weak * lower semicontinuity properties of functionals of the type IfCji) := f f(x, oc(x)) dMx), (1. 2) where |i is a ERP-valued measure with polar decomposition d|i = a 6X.
As we mentioned before, the nonexistence of minimizers is related to the fact that oscillations of minimizing sequences cannot be prevented due to the failure of lower semicontinuity of the energy functional . This situation is particularly interesting when the material has a crystalline structure, in which case the stored energy function has several potential wells (see ERICKSEN [12] , [13] , FONSECA [17] , KINDERLEHRER [25] ). Indeed, it may FUSCO [1], MORREY [28] ), in this case the W 1 -1 -weak lower semicontinuous envelope of the functional is the integral of the quasiconvexification of the energy density, and so quasiconvexity becomes the natural constitutive assumption rather than convexity. We address this question on Section 6. In Theorem 6.6 we prove that lower semicontinuity holds when the density is quasiconvex and homogeneous of degree one, and when the sequence |i e and its weak * limit are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We conjecture that the result is still true even in the presence of a singular part with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
In Section 7 we use the notions of indicator measure and Young's measure associated to a weakly * converging sequence in order to obtain strong convergence. In particular, in Theorem 7.4 we show that if a sequence of twinned configurations of an elastic crystal converges in W 1 * 00 weakly * to a configuration and if the L 1 norms of the corresponding deformation gradients do not oscillate then the sequence itself has no oscillations and the limiting configuration is also twinned.
PRELIMINARIES.
Let 1 is the density of/I and the positive and finite Radon measure X is the total variation of n (also denoted by ||(i||).
Definition 2.1.
We say that ^ ±± \IQ (weakly *) in the sense of measures if
for all (p e C 0 (Q; R) := {9 e C(Q; R): support 9 C C Q}.
We recall briefly some results of the theory of functions of bounded variation (for details see De GIORGI [11] , EVANS & GARIEPY [15] , GIUSTI [20] ).
Definition 2.2.
A function u e L l (Q) is said to be a function of bounded variation (u e BV(£2)) if Now we state the structure theorem for functions of bounded variation.
Theorem 2.4.
If u e BV(Q) then there exists a Radon measure ||Du|| on Q. and a ||Du||-measurable function
(ii) ||a|| = 1 for ||Du|| a.e. xeQ;
(iii)f u|^-dx = -f <pcq d||Du|| for i = 1,..., N and for every <p e C 1 Q(S1).
We write u ~ (a, ||Du||). 9 dp e =1 9 <x e dA £ = -I h £ V9 dx -» -I h 0 V9 dx = I 9 ao d^o = I 9 Q JQ JQ JQ JQ JQ (b) If 9 e C 0 (Q), let 9 n € CQ(£2) be such that || 9 -9 n lU -» 0. For the remaining of this section, we refer the reader to GOFFMAN & SERRIN [21] . Let p be a IRP -valued measure in Cl with polar decomposition dp = a dX, and let f e Co(£ixlR p ). Definition 2.10. f f(x, dp) := f f(x, cc(x)) dX(x).
JQ JQ
It is possible to show that for every Borel set E C 12 and for every x 0 e Qwe have f f(xo, dp) = sup T f(x 0 , p(Ei)), 
SLICING MEASURES AND INDICATOR MEASURES.
We start by introducing the concept of slicing measures (see EVANS [14] ). Let A be a finite, nonnegative Radon measure on QXDRP and consider its projection n onto Q, i. e. For % a. e. x e Q, we define the slicing measure X, x on IRP by X x (B) := X, B (x).
Proposition 3.2. ([14]) (i)A(AxB) = J ^x(B)dic(x)
for all A and B borel sets of il and IRP respectively ;
(ii) X x is a nonnegative Radon probability measure, i. e. A, x (IRP) = 1 for n a. e. x e £1;
for every fe C 0 (QXIRP).
Note that by (i), for all Borel subset A of Q we have Using the terminology of RESHETNYAK [30] , we define indicator measure of a vectorvalued measure. Proof. Let Ag be the indicator measure of \x £ (see Definition 3.5). As \i £ ±> \IQ weakly*, the sequence of total variations {A. e (Q)} is bounded, and so, by Remark 3.6 (i), there is a subsequence {ji^} such that A^ -*-A,,, weakly *. Thus, by Definition 3.5 and Proposition 3.2 (iii), for every fe CO(£2XIRP) we have
Setting f(x, y) = (p(x)y, where cp G CO(£2), by Definition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 we have
On the other hand, as [i^ ^ [IQ weakly *,
and so,
for all 9 e Co(fl>), i. e. d|io = Voo d Tioo. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7, we have (i) d^HIVoolldTtoo; (ii) v^ = ||Voo|| OCQ for XQ a. e. x e il and ||Voo|| < 1 for
Proof. By (3.8) we have
d7Ceo
a. e. x e Q; which yields d^o = HvJI dn^ and v^ = | | Vooll ceo for XQ a. e.x € £2. On the other hand, since A, x is a probability measure (see Proposition 3.2 (ii)), we have that v(x) e closed convex hull (ft S v~l I e. || v(x) || < 1. This proves (i) and (ii). Corollary 3.14.
Under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.10, the density ofKooWith respect to 7ijB(x, r))
exists, is finite and £(x) > 1 for ||Dho|| a. e. x e €1.
Proof. By (3.11) and since || Voo|| < 1 (see Proposition 3.4 (i)), ||Dh o ||(E)<7ijE) (3.15) for every Borel set EC £1 Finally, by Besicovitch Differentiation Theorem (see BESICOVITCH [7] , EVANS & GARIEPY [15] Theorem 1.6.1) £(x) exists and is finite for ||Dho|| a. e. x e £2, which, together with (3.15) concludes the proof.
Remark 3.16.
If h 0 turns out to be a WU function, then by Remark 2.5 (ii), (iii), (3.11) and (3.15) ||Vh o l|dx = and so, Proposition 3.17.
Let {Eg} be a sequence of bounded sets of finite perimeter in [R N such that meas (E e ) -* k and {Per (E £ )} is bounded. Suppose that A e *± A^ weakly *, where A e is the indicator measure of (cc e , A, e ) -% E , and let E e cc B(0, R) for some R > 0. Then
• 
LOWER SEMICONTINUITY OF SURFACE ENERGIES : THE CONVEX CASE.
In this section we search for necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring the lower semicontinuity of a surface energy functional of the type
JdEnQ where E is a smooth subset of IR N , v E is the outward unit normal to its boundary and T denotes the anisotropic surface energy density per unit area of the deformed configuration. In order to extend J(.) to sets of finite perimeter, and according to Remark 2.5 (iv), we rewrite the energy functional as
•to
where % E ~ (oc E , A, E ) = (-v E , H N . 1 L9*E), d*E is the reduced boundary of E and v E is the normal to d*E. Using the notation introduced in Section 2, the formulation (4.1) suggests the study of sequentially weak * lower semicontinuity properties of functionals of the type 
Definition 4.4.
Given f e C^ilxSP" 1 ), we define the homogeneous of degree one extension of f, H f , by
{ )
Hf(x,y):= ' llyll
The following lower semicontinuity result was proved independently by GOFFMAN & SERRIN [21] and by RESHETNYAK [30] .
Theorem 4.5 (sufficient condition) ([30]).
If n e -** Ho and if Hf(x,.) is convex for all x e Q, then f f(x,Oo(x)) d^o(x) < lim inf f f(x, a e (x)) c& £ (x).
Proof, Given a subsequence {|H £ '} of (m), by Theorem 3.7 there exists a subsequence and a Radon measure Aoo = A,~®n^ on QXSP 1 such that lim f f(x,an(x)) dXn(x)= lim f Hf(x, n-> o Jo, ' ' «n-> o Ja •n-> Due to the convexity of Hf(x,.) and since X™ is a probability measure (see Proposition 3.2 (ii)), by Jensen's inequality we deduce that lim f(x, oc^x)) dX^U) > Hf(x, v^x)) drc^x).
T| -> 0 Jci JQ
Finally, by Lemma 4.2 we conclude that 
CONTINUITY OF SURFACE ENERGY DENSITIES.
Here we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the sequential weakly * continuity of the surface energy functional. Therefore, as ||oco(x)|| = 1, we conclude that y = Oo(x) for X°° a. e. y € SP" 1 and for ttoo a. e. x e Q, i. e.
= 8 y = a o (x)-
The conclusion follows from Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5,9. (ii) Here XE^ ~ ( a £> ^ = (~VE E W> H N _jL 3*E e ). Since n gConverges weakly * in measure to \IQ and as A^Q) = Per(E £ ) -^ Per(E 0 ) = Ao(Q), we can apply Corollary 5.3.
Example 5.10.
In IR 2 consider the canonical euclidean norm. Consider the sets EQ and E k as in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
(1,1) ("1, 1) , n 2 = l/2k 
4.
on L x u L2 -y-OQ on L3.
8 y = n . if x G Lj, for i = 1, 2
6, LOWER SEMICONTINUITY OF SURFACE ENERGIES : THE QUASICONVEX CASE.
We are interested in the lower semicontinuity properties of surface energy densities of the type (1.1) associated to elastic solid materials that undergo a change of phase. According to However, the proof of Theorem 6.6 presented above seems to be more adapted to deal with the case where Vu has a singular part with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 
OSCILLATIONS OF TWINNED CONFIGURATIONS OF ELASTIC

xeQ.
We will prove this result using indicator measures (see Section 3) and some properties of Young measures summarized in the following theorem (for details, see EVANS [14] , TARTAR [31] ).
Theorem 7.5.
Let {h e } be a sequence bounded in L°°(Q; C), where C is a closed subset of [R m , and let h e^ h weakly * in L°°. Then there exists a subsequence {h^} and for a. e. x e Qa Borel probability measure \L X on IR m such that spt | X X C C, We will use also the weak continuity property of the minors of {Vu e } (see BALL [4] , MULLER [29] ). In what follows, adj(F) is the matrix of cofactors of F, i. e. We divide the proof of Theorem 7.4 into a series of lemmas and propositions, the first of which is well known. Lemma 7.7. Let {h e } be a sequence of characteristic functions, i. e. h e e {0, 1} for a. e. x e Q, such that h €^ h weakly * in L°°, with he {0, 1} for a. e. x G Q. Then h e -> h strongly in LP, for all Proof. Consider a subsequence {h e .} and let {|i x }be the Young probability measures corresponding to a subsequence {h^} of {h € .}. By Theorem 7.5 we have that spt | X X C {0, 1}, and so m = e(x) 5 y=0 +(i -e(x» 8 y= ! for some 0(x) e [0, 1]. Thus, setting a(x) := 1 -G(x), we obtain which, by Theorem 7.5, implies that a(x) = h(x) a. e. x € fit and h^-* h strongly in LP, for all Lemma 7*8. Let u e e L°°(ii ; IR n ) be such that u c -*-u weakly * in L°°, ||u e || -» g strongly in L 1 and J ||u(x)|| dx = f g(x) dx. Then u £ -> u strongly in LP, for all 1 < p < +°°.
Proof. Consider a subsequence {u £ .} and let {|i x } be the Young probability measures corresponding to a subsequence {u^} of {u e }. As ||u c || -** k* weakly * in L°°, with k*(x)= J ||y||d^x(y) (a.e.xei2), [R n and since Hu^H -» g strongly in L 1 , we conclude that g(x) = k*(x)= J ||y||dji x (y) (a.e.xeQ).
On the other hand, for a. e. x € Q, u(x)= J ydMy), (7.9) and so, since | H X is a probability measure, ||u(x)|| <g(x) (a.e.x€Q). Therefore, as by hypothesis and so, given the arbitrariness of G, we deduce that which, together with (7.9) and since |i x is a probability measure, implies that M* = 8y = u(x). The conclusion of the proposition follows from Theorem 7.5.
Let u e e WL~(Q ; RN) be such that Vu e (x) = R e (x) X E (x)A + R^xXl -X e (x))B, where R e (x) e 0+(N) for a.e. x e Q, and X E C) is a characteristic function. Let u e -** u weakly * in Vu(x) = R(x) X(x)A + R(x)(l -X(x))B, where R(x) e 0+(N) for a.e. x e Q.
Proof, (i) Without loss of generality, we can assume that R e -** R^ weakly * in L°°. Clearly, det(Vu £ (x)) = X e (x)det(A) + (1 -X E (x))det(B), and so, by Theorem 7.6 det(Vu(x)) = X (x)det(A) + (1 -X (x))det(B) for a. e. x e Q.
(7.11)
On the other hand, since X e ~* X strongly in L 1 , for a. e. x e Q X (x) € {0, 1}, Vu(x) = RooCx) X (x)A + Roo(x)(l -X (x))B (7.12) and det(Vu(x)) = detCRooCx)) [X(x)det(A) + (1 -X(x))det(B)] which, together with (7.13) implies that det(Roo(x)) =1 a. e. in Q. (7.13) Also, adj(Vue) = Rg(x) X e (x) adj(A) + Re(x)(l -X e (x)) adj(B) converges weakly * to R oo (x) X(x) adj(A) + R^ (x)(l -X(x)), thus, by Theorem 7.6, (7.12) and (7.13) RJx) [X(x) adj(A) + (1 -X(x))adj(B)] = R^-^x) det(R eo (x))[X(x) adj(A) + (l-X(x))adj(B)]. (7.14) As det(A), det(B) > 0, we have det [X(x) adj(A) + (1 -X(x))adj(B)] > 0 and so (7.12), (7.13) and (7.14) imply that R oo (x)e 0+(N)and Vu(x) = R(x) X(x)A + R(x)(l -X(x))B, where R(x) = R»(x) € Q+(N) for a.e. x e Q. Therefore l|Vu e || = X £ !|A|| + (1 -X £ ) I|B|| -* X I|A|| + (1 -X) IIBII = ||Vu|| strongly in Li and by Lemma 7.8 we conclude that u £ -» u strongly in W 1 * for all 1 < p < +<».
(ii) Assume that u e -» u strongly in W 1 * for some 1 < p < -H*>. AS { VU £ } is bounded in L°° we . If then u E -» u strongly in W 1 * for all 1 < p < +°° and Vu(x) e {RA, RB |R e 0+(N)} for a.e.
xeQ.
Proof. As ||A|| = ||B||, it is clear that ||Vu £ (x)|| = ||A|| =: g(x) for a. e. x € Q, and, by hypothesis J ||Vu(x)||dx = J g(x)dx.
Thus, by Lemma 7.8 we have that u E -» u strongly in W*>P for all 1 ^ p < +«», and so, by Proposition 7.10 (i) we deduce that Vu(x) e {RA, RB |R € 0+(N)} for a.e. x€ Q.
Proof of Theorem 7.4. As in Proposition 7.10, let Vu e (x) = RgCx) X e (x)A + R e (x)(l -X E (x))B, where R e (x) e © + (N) for a.e. xe Q and % e (.) is a characteristic function. By Proposition 7.10 (i), it suffices to show that X t ->X strongly in IA (7.16) As Km f ||Vu £ (x)||dx= f ||Vu(x)||dx, (7.17) by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem and by Corollary 5. On the other hand, ifO<9< 1 then h f (t) = 0 if and only if 9t N -9 = 0, i. e. t = 1. As %* 1 we deduce that h(£) > 1, which contradicts (7.22). Therefore, 9 € {0, 1} and by Lemma 7.7 we have (7.16), which concludes the proof.
